
A Simpler, More Powerful
Cloud Infrastructure
IBM and Nutanix have joined together to deliver an 
Enterprise Cloud infrastructure that provides the 
simplicity and agility of public cloud services, with 
the control and security needed in private clouds. 
Combining the advanced architecture of IBM Power 
with Nutanix web-scale technology, customers can 
run their most demanding transactional and analytic 
workloads with infrastructure that is easy to manage 
and simple to scale. IBM Power customers benefit 
from Nutanix’s comprehensive data services that 
eliminate the need for standalone storage systems, 
plus native virtualization, networking services, 
system-wide self-healing, and one-click software 
upgrades. 

• Gain the ease and flexibility of an Enterprise Cloud  
   with the only hyperconverged infrastructure for the  
   Power architecture.

• Dramatically simplify infrastructure scaling and  
   upgrades with one-click management, freeing IT  
   staff to focus their attention on the applications  
   rather than the infrastructure.

• Stop paying expensive hypervisor licensing costs  
   with Nutanix’s built-in AHV hypervisor

• Eliminate expensive and complex SANs, and  
   simplify your datacenter using built-in Power server  
   storage resources.

• Easily incorporate Nutanix Enterprise Cloud  
  Platform technology in your datacenter and  
  leverage your trusted IBM business relationship.
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Join hundreds of clients who have turned to Ciber for help with making the right decision about their 
technology infrastructure. We’ll help you define your requirements and narrow the list of technologies 
and platforms that will meet your needs. Plus, we will help you accurately evaluate the implementation 
costs, timing and resources required so you make the most of your investment.

• Gain the ease and flexibility of an Enterprise Cloud  
   with the only hyperconverged infrastructure for the  
   Power architecture.

• Dramatically simplify infrastructure scaling and  
   upgrades with one-click management, freeing IT  
   staff to focus their attention on the applications  
   rather than the infrastructure.

• Stop paying expensive hypervisor licensing costs  
   with Nutanix’s built-in AHV hypervisor

• Eliminate expensive and complex SANs, and  
   simplify your datacenter using built-in Power server  
   storage resources.

• Easily incorporate Nutanix Enterprise Cloud  
  Platform technology in your datacenter and  
  leverage your trusted IBM business relationship.

surrounding required uptime and disaster recovery, 
new technology trends, virtualization, existing 
workloads and perhaps multi-environmental 
transitional plans, are only a few areas of discussion 
that need to be taken into account.

Ciber’s Infrastructure and Platform Solutions help 
clients in multiple industries select, design, and 
implement the most appropriate infrastructure 
technology for their business environments. Our goal 
is to help you drive maximum results from your 
investment, enhancing the productivity of your 
business, while reducing capital requirements and 
operating costs.

THE RIGHT ENVIRONMENT
FOR YOUR ENTERPRISE
Organizations want to make sure they’re receiving 
the most operational efficiency from their 
infrastructure environment. Designing an IT 
environment to support your ERP systems, business 
analytics software, or other mission-critical 
applications, is more than a “sizing exercise” or 
“plug-n-play.” It is an inter-related project of its own, 
which is key to any overall technology solution. To 
ensure a successful implementation, the entire 
portfolio of applications must be considered. Issues 
including database cost, goals and objectives
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TECHNOLOGY GUIDANCE AND SELECTION

NUTANIX BUSINESS BENEFITS

BUSINESS VALUE

5-Year ROI
510%

Payback Period
7.5 Months

5-Year TCO 
Savings 58%

Deployment
of Storage
85% Faster

Management of 
Nutanix Environment 

71% Less Time

Unplanned Downtime
98% Fewer 
Occurrences

KEY PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS

ABOUT CIBER

Ciber, an IBM Platinum Business Partner and 
IBM Beacon Award winner, provides clients 
with products, support, consulting services 
and integration for the IBM product lines, 
including the IBM POWER brand servers that 
provide the capability of running multiple 
operating systems on the same platform, 
including Linux based applications, along 
with storage, and software.


